
General manager: Ken Huang(0086 13738918452)

Address: No.113 Qiushi Road, Beiyuan, Yiwu, 
               China 322000

Web Site:www.skylarkline.com
E-mail:sales@skylarkline.com

---Ningbo,Yiwu,Guangzhou,Shantou,Shanghai---Ningbo,Yiwu,Guangzhou,Shantou,Shanghai



What’s Skylark/we are skylark 
We are growing up from General Union a 
international trade corporation with more than 
20 years source agent experience.And our 
team is formed by young memberships with 
full of energy and rich experience in source 
agent.We have a great numbers of sales 
assistants who are good at different kinds of 
languages English Spanish Portuguese Rus-
sian French Italian and so on.They both know 
the demand of customers and the messages 
of products which could give the customers 
the most suitable advice in selling and meet 
the any demand of customers according to 
the market they located.We have rich experi-
ence in different regions such as Europe 
America South America Middle East and 
Southeast Asia.Thus we are know well about 
what kinds of products is popular in which 
regions we could provide the professional 
advice to our customers .What’s more We are 
on duty at any time of the year and could be 
contacted at any time.

We are also a innovative enterprise with the 
idea to service for the e-commerce 
objects.We have our own website to show the 
service and products we could provide to our 
customer and renew the message of our new 
products .It was a platform for the both retail-
ers and e-commerce to find the best selling 
item and a wide range of low cost products 
.We are focus on international trade industry 
trends and the development of new business 
model that e-commerce is getting more and 
more popular than ever before. 
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BUS

RAILWAY

Departure

Shanghai   
Pudong airport

09:00
11:30
14:10
17:10
18:40

To arrive

Yiwu

14:00
16:30
19:10
22:10
23:40

Departure

Yiwu 

06:15
09:30
12:30
14:45
15:40
16:30

To arrive

Shanghai   
Pudong airport

11:15
14:30
17:30
19:45
20:40
21:30

Departure To arrive Departure To arrive

Shanghai 
hongqiao 

Yiwu Shanghai 
hongqiao

Yiwu

6:30 8:05 13:10 14:36
6:45 8:27 13:42 15:22
6:56 8:42 14:30 16:01
7:22 8:57 15:32 17:07
8:31 10:47 16:42

Train no.

G1389
G1329
G7347
G7337
G1361 18:17

Train no.

G7333
G1383
G1651
G1371
G7325

9:28 11:03 17:32G7385 19:35G1377
10:23 12:02 18:28G1395 20:06G1301
11:15 12:49 19:09D3323 20:55G1327
12:20 13:55 20:32G7383 22:32G1387

MARRIOTT

SHANGRI-LA
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12

Marriott

Shangri-la
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